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A METHOD OF ENSURING DATA INTEGRITY
IN A DATA STREAM MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Assurance of data integrity is one of the prerequisites for each computer system. The paper presents
a method enabling on-line maintenance of stream data set integrity. This method is implemented in a data stream
management system prototype designed to find application in a biomedical monitoring system. In the case of
medical computer systems assurance of data integrity is particularly important for documenting formal results
and for the patient’s safety.

1. INTRODUCTION
In a case of a monitoring systems class, where the amount of information is large and
the granulation is high, the application of a relational database management system becomes
very troublesome. There are two basic obstacles that make it impossible to use the relational
data management system. Mainly, because of inadequate adaptation of the existing query
language to the signal processing task and secondly, due to the implementation way of
transaction mechanisms to ensure the consistency and integrity of a relational data set.
Assurance of data integrity is one of the prerequisites for each computer system [1,2].
If all kinds of system breakdowns are taken into consideration and all necessary repairs are
done, the accumulated data set may be reconstructed. In case of medical computer systems
this issue is particularly important for justification of necessary formal results.
The loss of integrity of accumulated data poses a serious threat to every computer
system. A breakdown may damage a part of or a whole data set. In the case of medical
computer system restart, distorted data can become a basis for incorrect interpretation and
jeopardize the patient’s health and life.
In the case of a monitoring systems class, the differences can appear between archival
and on-line recorded data as a result of quick and large data inflow. When analysing these
differences it is necessary to foresee the divergence control in the project. The anomalies are
caused by inappropriate design of recording and presentation procedures.
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2. RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS FOR MEDICAL SIGNAL PROCESSING
Data registration is a continuous process in the monitoring system. In this paper, we
mainly concentrate on the registration of discrete signal problems. By a discrete signal we
mean every data stream. The data stream can by described as a bag of elements, where the
sequence of tuples is the first element and the second one is a function based on a set of
natural numbers describing the time elapsed between consequent tuples in the stream [5,9].
A modern 12-lead ECG bedside monitor enables sampling of a biomedical signal at a
rate of 1000 samples per second from each lead. Every sample represents a 16-bit number.
The efficiency of the database management system is measured in transactions per minute.
It can be proved that when omitting a protocol overhead, such an ECG medical monitoring
system records data at a speed of about 700 000 samples per minute. The stream of data
coming from just one medical device achieves intensity close to currently available modern
and highly efficient relational systems (Table 1).
Table 1. Benchmarking of some leading database management systems. [11]

System
HP Integrity rx5670
Cluster 64P
IBM eServer pSeries
690 Model 7040-681
HP Integrity Superdome
HP Integrity Superdome
IBM eServer pSeries
690 Turbo 7040-681
IBM eServer pSeries
690 Turbo 7040-681

Database
Oracle Database 10g Enterprise Edition

tpm
1,184,893

IBM DB2 UDB 8.1

1,025,486

MS SQL Server 2000 EE
MS SQL Server 2000 EE 64-bit
Oracle Database 10g Enterprise Edition

1,008,144
786,646
768,839

IBM DB2 UDB 8.1

763,898

It needs to be remarked that in the case of an ECG signal we can alter the intensity of
the recorded data stream. By reducing the granulation grade of the recorded information, i.e.
by grouping data in samples (12 data items per sample) we can achieve a stream intensity of
up to 60 000 tuples per minute. However, this is possible in case of synchronic signals,
when we are sure that the data comes with an identical frequency in each stream.
Taking into account a variety of recorded biomedical data, necessity of their on-line
data comparing and benchmarks given in Table 1 one can draw the following conclusion:
the usage of a relational database management system in a monitoring task is ineffective and
data analysis is ineffective in such a situation.
3. THE METHOD OF ENSURING DATA SET INTEGRITY
Every transaction realizes a logically consistent set of operations. The system has to
assure that the realization of every transaction will be completed with a success or failure. In
the case of a failure, the system has to assure that no changes will be made in the database.
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Managing this process in a multi-access environment constitutes one of the basic factors
influencing the efficiency of the whole computer system. In 1983, T. Härder and A. Reuter
[2] proposed the qualification of transaction properties set through the shortcut ACID [2],
ambiguous but easy to memorize, meaning:
• Atomicity – each transaction constitutes an indivisible unit of processing. This
property refers to the ability of the DBMS to guarantee that either all of the tasks of
a transaction are performed or none of them are.
• Consistency – a database is in a consistent state if it is possible to obtain
unambiguous and uniform answers from the information accumulated in a data set.
The way of realizing the transaction should ensure the cohesion of the database.
This property refers to the database being in a legal state when the transaction
begins and when it ends.
• Isolation – a transaction happens independently of different operations including
different transactions. The changes introduced in a data set are visible for other
transactions only after the end of the transaction. This property refers to the ability
of the application to make operations in a transaction appearing isolated from all
other operations.
• Durability – in the case of a system breakdown, the data set will not lose its
consistency. This property refers to the guarantee that once the user has been
notified about success, the transaction will persist and will not be undone.
Application of all ACID postulates for database users is related to the impossibility of
simultaneous realization of selected operations. In order to improve efficiency, the
introduced requirements may be mitigated. Among others, the so-called levels of isolation
[2] are introduced. As a result, users agreeing on some form of answer divergence obtain
more effective solutions.
Research on distributed data management systems has been started in recent years.
The arising problems required considerable mitigation of ACID postulates. The research on
distributed databases conducted in the 1990s gave rise to Epsilon Serializability notion
(ESR). In case of ESR, we can determine the acceptable degree of inconsistency for each
Epsilon Transaction (ET). Various algorithms of divergence control (DC) for a centralized
database system have been presented in the literature [3]. However, ET has found the main
application in distributed systems, where many processes work simultaneously in
topologically distant places [4]. The whole work on ET forms the basis of the optimistic
replication algorithms set. An additional advantage of ET is that it has a minor influence on
the system’s load. The issues related to defining a stream transaction have not been widely
reflected in the literature so far [5,6,7,8,9,10].
4. CONTINUOUS MAINTENANCE OF A STREAM DATA SET INTEGRITY
In search of an alternative data management method adapted to signal processing [12]
we began working on a database management system based on data stream processing
methods [12,13,14,15]. The implementation of all ACID requirements to a data stream set is
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problematic, even though we might think that it is necessary to create the transaction log
and commit points management just like in the relational database systems. At the same
time, while working with stream data we expect a high level of data granulation; therefore,
the size of transaction log would increase even more rapidly than the base data stream.
Additionally, after every minimal change of data set the commit point would cause a
significant delay in every operation. Both results are undesirable; therefore, we have
decided to develop our own method of continuous integrity maintenance.
The integrity of a data stream set is assured by the fulfilment of the following
properties:
• Consistency – the end of the last transaction stands for the last integrity system
state;
• Atomicity – each data stream appended to an operation is atomic;
• Visibility – each change of a data stream state is visible in all processes at once;
• Epsilon-Durability – in case of a system breakdown, the last integrity data set
state is restored.
By consistency we understand a stream set state that permits for reconstruction of a
system state before a transaction. Due to a continuous unstable data stream set, this issue is
realized by approximated states of a stream set computed “in past time”. The matters of
visibility and atomicity have no direct application to our model. Each operation of
appending data is isolated and atomic. The stream state change is visible at once in all
processes. The matter of Epsilon-Durability should have a similar meaning to that in a
relational model and ET, i.e. the system breakdown should not influence the stream set
consistency.
The potential damage during the appending process should not have any influence on
the data set. However, system uses buffer before operations are physically written. Buffers
are flushed after overflow. This construction matters when considering the durability
property. An example of this weakness appears when the system records streams with a
high difference in stream intensities. Due to the lack of a stable state sequence, transactions
should be released by an independent and parallel process. This process will flush buffers
periodically.
When creating the principles of maintaining continuous integrity of streams data set in
which the process of data accumulation should not be disrupted, it is necessary to present
such a way of indicating scalar values that stream data appending processes would not be
stopped.
5. A FORMAL METHOD OF ENSURING STREAM DATA SET INTEGRITY
By a biomedical monitoring system we understand a computer system connected to
monitoring devices. The streams sources are independent. We assume that each monitoring
device generates a data stream [12,13]. A computer system collects stores and analyses
information in a database management system and then presents it to medical personnel in a
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form legible for humans. The system can replay and reanalyze the recorded information on
direct request.
Figure 1 presents the data flow in such a system. Data are collected in buffers
processed inside a biomedical monitoring system. The process of data gathering in a
monitoring system is asynchronous.

Fig. 1. Data flow in monitoring system

By a system state we mean the set of all information collected by the system in time
periods. By a stable stream set we understand the appropriate information about the length
and data content of the stream. An approximated state of a stream stands for a computed
information about the expected stream length and a data content in a given period of time.

S0

t0

S2

S1

t1'
Stable state S n

t

t2
Aproximated state Sn

Fig. 2. Transactions over data streams

Figure 2 presents parallel processes of continuous data append-only of three separate
streams. Stable states are marked in grey. The process was presented using a timeline. The
time of synchronization of buffers tn is periodic and the period is predefined. Management
of stream and signal transaction processing is one of our current research goals.
The sequence of approximated states of a stream set is described by index. By index
we understand a sequence of vectors whose elements are characterized by a computed
length of each data stream in time. During the construction process of an index the system
may temporarily lock the recording of data. However, our main goal is to prevent it from
appearing. A stable state of a stream is represented by the vector (1):
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S0 = [{s1}n ,{s2 }n ,…,{sm }n ]

(1)

Each element of the vector (1) is a sequence of tuples. When describing successive
vector Sn we need to describe transition vector τ n . Transition is a set of operations realized
over a data set that enables changing one state of a data set into another. τ n is related with
I n . This index can be presented as the vector [i1 , i2 ,K, im ] where each element ik ( k = 1..m )
contains a length of sequence {sk }n measured in the same time t. Considering parallel and
undisturbed work of append-only processes, we cannot simultaneously measure the length
of {sk }n and {sk +1}n . Therefore, we need to create a sequence of vectors containing
approximated values. Each value {sm }n is based on approximated measurements. Thus,
each state Sn will be approximated, too. Figure 2 presents this process graphically.
The proposed solution is as follows: Not blocking the measure of value {sm }n in time t
executed for each stream m represents value lm,t = {sn }m t . After one measure of a data set,
we obtain the vector (2) of pairs:

(

)(

) (

)

q = ⎡ l0,t0 , t0 , l1 ,t1 , t1 ,..., lm ,tm , tm ⎤
⎣
⎦

(2)

When approximating by mean average Sn values in time t we need to determine
another vector (3)
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)
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⎣
⎦

∀t

i
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i

and each lm' ,t = {sn }m t is approximated, too.
It needs to be remarked that the above method is closer to mechanisms applied in
journaling file systems than to transactions in database management systems.
6. DIVERGENCE CONTROL
Considering that the consequent states of data set are approximate we expect that the
system answers may differ depending on the moment of issuing queries. The question of
divergence control over data stream management system [4,13,14] must be investigated. By
divergence control, we understand a difference in system answers related to the same data,
but issued ad-hoc and in relation to archival data.
Systems analyzing continuous data inflow use applied algorithms prepared to support
answers for incomplete or disturbed data. Thus, the divergence of answer, depending on
when the query was done, is a feature of such a system. A system which records the content
of previously given answers has an easier task.
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However, if the order of incoming data is recorded with a given probability, the system
is unable to retrieve the actual order of events. The proposed transaction mechanism makes
it possible to estimate the divergence when the input stream is retrieved. Retrieving the real
order of events is not possible because the length of streams cannot be measured without
stopping the append-only processes.
7. CONCLUSIONS
The integrity of recorded data must be assured due to formal and legal requirements.
The easiest way to do it is to assure integrity in a database management system.
Unfortunately, the use of a relational database management system for on-line registration
and data analysis is ineffective. Hence, in search of an alternative solution, we began
working on a new database management system based on the concept of a data stream
management system.
The issue of ensuring data stream integrity has not been widely discussed in the
literature so far. Therefore, we need to find our own method of maintaining integrity. If all
ACID postulates are secured for database users, it is impossible to realize many operations
at a time. Therefore, to improve efficiency, this method mitigates the introduced ACID
requirements. The presented method enables the maintenance of stream data set integrity
on-line. This method is implemented in a prototype of a data stream management system
designed to find application in the monitoring system of biomedical processes.
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